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Empowering Peer-to-Peer SEL & Character Building through Platform Technology

Product Summary

The Problem

Funding Goals FAQs

In direct response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we're
aiming to launch the platform as soon as possible. Our
immediate funding needs are $120k, which will allow us
to build the platform technology for public launch in Jan.
2021; an additional $30k must be raised in the form of
donation/grants to fund our non-profit subsidiary, which
will be used to establish our digital fundraising tool for
schools & orgs. 

Carousel is a Social-Emotional Learning Management System
(SELMS); a platform technology that is FERPA & GDPR compliant
and consists of a mobile app for youth users & a web app to
empower youth counselors, social workers, educators, school
administrators & youth development organizations to engage their
kids in daily SEL practices. 

Each school or organization using the Carousel platform may also
benefit from our turn-key solution which ties student SEL practices
directly to fundraising. 

Low engagement in SEL for Middle & High School
kids 
High per student cost
No standard curriculum
Lack of useful data & measurable impact

Carousel is revolutionizing the way youth engage in social-emotional learning (SEL).
Our first-of-its-kind approach uses gamification, mobile technology, incentives, and

culturally-relevant content to make SEL practices a daily part of kids' lives.

Milestones & Traction

Our Solution

Feb. 2020 - Founded
March 2020 - Acquired exclusive license of
RellaFit's MAGIC Framework
April 2020 - Launched 12 day pilot
(SPARCsforGood.org) which raised ~$6k for
COVID-affected families in Denver; 450+
SPARCs completed by students, their friends
& family members.
May 2020 - Tax-exempt status awarded for
joincarousel.org
June 2020 - App development began 
September 2020 - App pilot testing in
schools & orgs. 
January 2021 - Public software launch
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As it relates to social-emotional learning, common

methods & curricula tend to fall short. We see...

Greatly increase youth SEL engagement and
scalability of curricula
Drastically reduce the cost per student served
Turn any SEL or character development content
into a fun, gamified curriculum that kids will want
to play every day 
Give schools & orgs real, data-driven insights about
their kids' engagement in SEL

With Carousel's platform technology & complimentary

fundraising tool for schools & youth orgs, we aim to... 

What is the RellaFit MAGIC Framework?
This is the 'secret sauce' behind our
technology. A gamified curriculum delivery
system developed by PhD social workers to
ensure the highest possible engagement
of youth in daily SEL practices. 

Why does Carousel have a non-profit
subsidiary? 

We don't believe cost should prevent a
school or org from benefitting from our
platform. We formed JoinCarousel.org to
help schools & orgs raise funds to cover the
cost of the software, as well as to cover
student incentives, and to tie SEL practices
directly to raising money fo the school/org. 

Is this too good to be true? 
Nope. It's real life and it couldn't be a more
appropriate time to engage our youth in
practices that promote social and
emotional well-being. 

Our Approach


